The paper consists of two parts. The first part is devoted to the short theoretical basics of the method of differential Mueller-matrix description of properties of partially depolarizing layers. It was provided the experimentally measured maps of differential matrix of the 2nd order of polycrystalline structure of the histological section of rectum wall tissue. It was defined the values of statistical moments of the1st-4th orders, which characterize the distribution of matrix elements. In the second part of the paper it was provided the data of statistic analysis of birefringence and dichroism of the histological sections of connecting component of vagina wall tissue (normal and with prolapse). It were defined the objective criteria of differential diagnostics of pathologies of vagina wall.
THEORETICAL BASICS AND EXPERIMENTAL REALIZATION OF DIFFERENTIAL MUELLER-MATRIX MAPPING OF BIOLOGICAL LAYERS

Brief theory of the method
The theoretical basis of Mueller matrix approach [1] [2] [3] to description of the interaction of optical radiation with multiple scattering layers is shown in a series of publications [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] 5  ,  0  5  ,  0  5  ,  0   5  ,  0  5  ,  0  5  ,  0   5  ,  0  5  ,  0  5  ,  0   5  ,  0  5  ,  0  5 
Here
where • CD and CB -circular dichroism and birefringence; • ik M -Mueller-matrix elements [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] ; Such a parameters are in particular investigated for optically thin (non-depolarizing) layers of the histological sections of biological tissues and films of biological liquids [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] . For depolarizing layers such data is not obtained. Thus, the use of ideology differential analysis of Mueller matrix mapping data allowed us to obtain a set of algorithms of polarization reconstruction of average values of флуктуаций phase and amplitude anisotropy parameters of polycrystalline component of biological layer.
The analysis of expressions (2) 
Experimental results of the method differential mapping
We obtain an expression for calculating elements of differential matrix of the 2nd order 
CLINICAL APPLICATION OF MUELLER-MATRIX MAPPING OF BIOLOGICAL LAYERS IN DIFFERENTIAL DIAGNOSTICS OF VAGINA WALL TISSUE WITH PROLAPSE
Objects of investigation
It was investigated two groups of samples of biopsy of vagina wall tissue:
• healthy donors -control group 1 (30 samples);
• affected by prolapse -investigated group 2 (30 samples). Histological sections were produced due to the standard technique on the freezing microtome.
Experimental results
The set of Figs. 3, 4 presents the results of Mueller-matrix mapping of the distributions of diagonal elements of differential matrix of the 2nd order of diffusive layers of vagina wall tissue of donors (Fig.3 ) and with prolapse (Fig.4) . For the possible clinical application of the Mueller matrix mapping method for each group of samples the operating characteristics, typical for evidence-based medicine [37] [38] [39] 
It was reached a good ( ( ) 
